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Nonlinear Post�Buckling Analysis of

Isotropic Plates Using Finite Strip Methods

S�A�M� Ghannadpour�� H�R� Ovesy� and M� Nassirnia	

This paper presents the theoretical developments of two �nite strip
methods� i�e� semi�analytical and full�analytical� for the post�buckling analysis
of isotropic plates� In the semi�analytical �nite strip approach� all the
displacements are postulated by the appropriate shape functions while in
the development process of the full�analytical approach� the Von�Karman�s
equilibrium equation is solved exactly to obtain the buckling loads and the out�
of�plane buckling de�ection modes� The investigation of the plates� buckling
behaviour is then extended to the post�buckling study with the assumption that
the de�ected form after the buckling is a combination of the �rst� second
and higher �if required� modes of buckling� Thus� the full�analytical post�
buckling study is an e�ective multi term analysis� In this method� the Von�
Karman�s compatibility equation is used together with a consideration of the
total strain energy of the strut� Through the solution of the compatibility
equation� the in�plane displacement functions� which are themselves related to
the Airy stress function� are developed in terms of the unknown coe	cients
in the assumed out�of�plane de�ection function� The in�plane and out�of�plane
de�ection functions are substituted in the total strain energy expressions and the
theorem of minimum total potential energy is applied to solve for the unknown
coe	cients�

INTRODUCTION

Prismatic plates and plate structures are increasingly
used as structural components in various branches of
engineering� particularly in aerospace and marine engi�
neering� These structures are often employed in situa�
tions where they are subjected to in�plane compressive
loading� In aerospace engineering� in particular� the
quest for e�cient� light�weight structures often leads
to allowing for the possibility of local buckling and
post�local�buckling at design load levels� Thus� it is
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important to accurately predict the buckling and post�
buckling behavior of such structures�

There are a lot of papers concerning linear buck�
ling and vibration analysis of composite laminated
plates and plate structures formed of composite ma�
terials having very general material properties ������
They have extensively used the Finite Strip Method
�FSM	 based on the use of Classical Plate Theory
�CPT	� 
rst�order Shear Deformation Plate Theory
�SDPT	 and Higher�order Shear Deformation Plate
Theory �HSDPT	� The post�local�buckling behavior
of elastic plates or plate structures is a geometric
non�linear problem� The non�linearity occurs as a
result of relatively large out�of�plane de�ections� which
necessitates the inclusion of non�linear terms in the
strain�displacement equations� The early works con�
cerned with the use of the FSM in predicting the
geometrically non�linear response of single rectangu�
lar plate and prismatic plate structures are those of
Graves Smith and Sridharan ���� �� and Hancock ����
These authors consider the post�buckling behavior of
plates with simply supported ends when subjected to
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progressive end shortening� They also consider the
post�buckling behavior of plate structures subjected
to uniform or linearly varying end shortening with
each component plate of the structure having simply
supported ends� The elastic post�buckling response
of channel section struts and rectangular box columns
have been investigated by Graves Smith and Sridharan�
Hancock has used the �nite strip method to investi�
gate the post�buckling behavior of square box and I�
section columns� In the �nite strip methods developed
by the aforementioned authors� in�plane displacement
�elds are postulated in addition to the out�of�plane
displacement �eld� The lengthwise variations in the
displacement �elds are trigonometric functions� The
crosswise variations in both in�plane and out�of�plane
displacement �elds are simple polynomial functions� It
is noted that the above�mentioned �nite strip methods
can be categorized as Semi�analytical FSM �S�a FSM��
Ref� �	
 provides a fairly state�of�the�art summary on
the use of the semi�analytical �nite strip method �S�
a FSM� as well as the spline �nite strip method�
It is worth mentioning that there are two papers�
written by Rhodes ���
 and Chou � Rhodes ���
� which
are extremely useful in providing references on the
theoretical �mostly based on the semi�energy method�
and experimental research into thin�walled structures�

Khong and Rhodes ���
 have set up a computa�
tionally ecient approach to the post�buckling analysis
of prismatic structural members� In this approach� a
linear �nite strip method� developed for the buckling
analysis� based on the Principle of Minimum Potential
Energy is employed to �nd the buckling eigenvector�
This eigenvector is then used as the post�buckled
de�ected shape in a single�term post�buckling analysis
based on the Principle of Minimum Potential Energy�
The analysis is simpli�ed by the assumption that
stresses in the direction perpendicular to loading and
shear stresses have negligible e�ects� This approach
can be considered as a lower bound method of post�
buckling analysis �i�e� the post�buckling sti�ness of
the structure is underestimated by this approach��
The method is applied to plain and sti�ened channel
sections as well as Z�sections�

Ovesy et�al� ������
 have developed a Semi�energy
post�local�buckling FSM in which the out�of�plane
displacement of the �nite strip is the only displacement
which is postulated by a de�ected form� The devel�
oped Semi�energy FSM �S�e FSM� has been applied
to analyze the post�local�buckling behavior of thin
�at plates ���
� open channel section ���
 and box
section struts ���
� More recently� Ghannadpour and
Ovesy ������
 have developed a full�analytical post�
local�buckling FSM in which the solution of the Von�
Karman�s equilibrium equation was substituted into
the Von�Karman�s compatibility equation� It is noted
that in their analysis� only one of the calculated out�of�

plane buckling de�ection modes� corresponding to the
lowest buckling load� i�e� the �rst mode� is used for
the initial post�buckling study� For this reason� their
method was designated by the name single�term Full�
analytical Finite Strip Method �F�a FSM�� It is worth
mentioning that the single�term assumption within F�a
FSM analysis corresponds to the fact that the shape of
the plate in the post�buckling region is unchangeable in
both longitudinal and transverse directions� Thus� the
relationship between load and end�shortening becomes
a linear function�

In the current paper� the theoretical develop�
ments of a high accuracy multi�term F�a FSM for
the post�buckling analyses of some isotropic plates are
attempted� The strip is developed based on the concept
that it is an e�ective plate� and thus the Von�Karman�s
equilibrium equation is solved exactly to obtain the
buckling loads and the corresponding forms of out�of�
plane buckling de�ection modes� In order to solve the
Von�Karman�s compatibility equation� the de�ected
form after the buckling is assumed as a combination
of the �rst� second and higher �if required� modes
of buckling� Subsequently� the general form of in�
plane displacement �elds in post�buckling region can
be obtained� This method is characterized by the
use of buckling mode shapes� obtained from the Von�
Karman�s equilibrium equation� as global shape func�
tions for representing displacements in a geometrically
non�linear analysis� The in�plane and out�of�plane
de�ection functions are substituted in the total strain
energy expressions and the theorem of minimum total
potential energy is applied to solve for the unknown
coecients�

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE

FULL�ANALYTICAL FSM

The detailed fundamental elements of the theory have
been given in earlier publications by Ghannadpour and
Ovesy ������
� It is noted that a perfectly �at high
accuracy strip made up of a linear isotropic material
�with a constant modulus of elasticity E and Poisson
ratio v� is assumed throughout the paper� The so�
called high accuracy �nite strip is assumed to be simply
supported out�of�plane at the loaded ends� and to
be thin so that the Classical Plate Theory �CPT� is
applied in the remainder of the paper� The �nite strip�
which is schematically shown in Figure �� is of the
length L� width b and thickness t�

The Von�Karman�s equilibrium and compatibility
equations for large de�ections of plate with the assump�
tion that the normal pressure is zero are given by the
following equations� respectively�

Dr�w�t �F�yy w�xx��F�xy w�xy�F�xx w�yy ��� ��a�

r
�F � E

�
w��

xy
�w�xxw�yy

�
��b�
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Figure �� A typical high accuracy �nite strip�

In this equation� the function F is known as the Airy
stress function� The positive directions of the edge
forces�moments and displacements are shown in Figure
�� It can be seen in Figure � that the nodal line forces
and moments can be expressed in terms of internal in�
plane forces and normal displacements on the edges as
follows��
Pxi � �Nxy jy��

Pxj � Nxy jy� b�
Pyi � �Ny jy��

Pyj � Ny jy� b�
Pzi � D �w�yyy 	
�� ��w�xxyy��

Pzj � �D �w�yyy 	
�� ��w�xxyy� b�
Myi � �D �w�yy 	� w�xxy��

Myj � D �w�yy 	� w�xxy� b


��

In the above equation� Ny and Nxy are the membrane
direct and shearing stress resultants per unit length�
It is noted that in the remainder of the paper� the
subscripts ��� �� are used for pre�buckling� buckling and
post�buckling stages� respectively�

Buckling analysis

The out�of�plane buckling de�ection mode w� is ob�
tained by trying to solve the Von�Karman�s equilibrium
equation� i�e� Eq� 
��a�� This gives�

Dr�w��t 
F��yy w��xx��F��xy w��xy	F��xxw��yy ���

��

where r�w� � w��xxxx	�w��xxyy	w��yyyy� In the
pre�buckling stage� the strip is subjected to the com�
pressive axial stress � and thus�

D
w��xxxx	�w��xxyy	w��yyyy � 	 t � w��xx � � 
��

A separable form is assumed for the displacement
w� in order to reduce the above partial di�erential
equation into an ordinary di�erential equation� The
out�of�plane buckling de�ection mode w� is assumed to
vary sinusoidally with x� This assumption is consistent
with the simply supported boundary conditions at the
loaded ends� Thus�

w�
x� y� � fw�
y�� sin
�x� 
��

where � � �n��L and parameter �n in the above
displacement function is merely an integer which rep�
resents the number of buckle half�wavelengths along
the strip� and fw�
y� represents the shape function in
the transverse direction y� Substituting out�of�plane
buckling de�ection mode w� from Eq� 
�� into Eq� 
��
and rearranging it leads to the following fourth�order
ordinary di�erential equation�

f ����

w� � ���f ��

w� 	 ��
�� ��fw� � � 
��

where � � � t���D and the superscript � denotes
di�erentiation with respect to y� i�e� 
 ��� The solution
of Eq� 
�� depends on whether �� which is clearly
positive� is greater than� less than� or equal to unity�

For � � �� the solution can be written as�

fw�
y� � C
���
w� cosh
	�y� 	 C

���
w� sinh
	�y�

	 C
���
w� cos

 �y� 	 C

���
w� sin

 �y�

	 �

q
� 	

p
� 
 �

q
�� 	

p
� 
��

while for � � � � ��

fw�
y� � C
���
w� cosh
	�y� 	 C

���
w� sinh
	�y�

	 C
���
w� cosh

 �y� 	 C

���
w� sinh

 �y�

	 �

q
� 	

p
� 
 �

q
��

p
�

and for � � �� 
��

fw�
y� � C
���
w� cosh

�p
��y

�
	 C

���
w� sinh

�p
��y

�
	 C

���
w�y 	 C

���
w� 
��

where C
�k�
w� 
k � �� �� �� �� denote unknown constants�

The displacement boundary conditions for fw�
y� at
the two edges y � � and y � b can be written as��
fw�
�� � w�i

f �

w�
�� � ��i

�
fw�
b� � w�j

f �

w�
b� � ��j

���

where the subscript � is used because they are initial
buckling quantities and the subscripts i and j denote
amplitudes at edges i and j of the strip� respectively�
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These buckling displacement amplitudes can be written
as the displacement vector�

d
�

� �

����
���

w�i

��i
w�j

��j

����
��� ����

The four unknown constants C
�k�
w� �k � �� �� 	� ��

corresponding to a given strip can be fully deter

mined in terms of buckling displacement amplitudes
by substituting the boundary conditions of Eq� ����
into Eq� ���� �� or ���� Thus� the solution of Eq�
��� can be obtained analytically in terms of the edge
displacements d �� Substituting Eq� ��� into Eq� ���
yields the force boundary conditions as��
P�zi � D

�
f ���w����� ��� ������i

	
P�zj � �D

�
f ���w��b�� ��� ������j

	
�
M�yi � �D

�
f ��w����� � ��w�i

	
M�yj � D

�
f ��w��b�� � ��w�j

	 ����

The left
hand sides of Eq� ���� are the amplitudes of
the buckling forces and moments at the corresponding
edges of the strip� They can be written as the force
vector�

p
�

� �

����
���

P�zi
M�yi

P�zj
M�yj

����
��� ��	�

The above equation which describes the edge forces in
terms of the edge displacements can be re
arranged as�

p
�

� � k
�

� d
�

� ����

where k
�

� denotes the strip out
of
plane sti�ness ma


trix� By applying these expressions to obtain the
sti�ness matrices of individual strips� the exact overall
sti�ness matrix K

�

� for the whole structure can be

assembled by using the conventional routines of the
�nite element analysis� The corresponding buckling
problem can �nally be expressed as the eigenvalue
problem�

K
�

����D
�

� � � ����

where the vector D
�

� consists of the out
of
plane

displacement amplitudes �w�� ��� for each nodal line�
and K

�

� is the sti�ness matrix whose coe�cients in


clude trigonometric and hyperbolic functions involving
longitudinal stress � as the strip is analyzed exactly by
solving its governing di�erential equation�

It is realized that application of the exact method
to the buckling of structures has resulted in a tran

scendental eigenvalue problem in the form of Eq� ����
as distinct from equation �K

�

�� K
�

G� D
�

� � which

is encountered when approximate methods such as
the �nite strip method are used� In this paper� two
secure methods �i�e� bisection method and recursive
Newton method� for �nding the buckling load and the
corresponding buckling mode of the plate structures
are used ���
����

Post�buckling analysis

After obtaining the exact shapes of buckling modes
from the buckling analysis� the analysis of post

buckling behavior can proceed on the assumption that
the de�ected form after the buckling is a combination
of the �rst� second and higher �if required� modes
of buckling� Thus� the post
buckling out
of
plane
de�ection function w� can be written as�

w��x� y� �

nX
q��

�qw�q�x� y� ����

where �q are the de�ection coe�cients and n is the
number of the required buckling modes� The in
plane
boundary conditions at the loaded ends of the strip are
summarized as follows�

Nxy � � at x � � � L� u� �

�
� x � �

��L x � L

����

By adopting the semi
energy post
buckling pro

cedure in the manner described in Ref� ����� the out

of
plane displacement w� is then substituted in the
Von
Karman�s compatibility equation in order to �nd
the corresponding in
plane displacement functions as
follows�

u��x� y� � �� x�

nX
q��

nX
s��

�q�sf
u�
qs �y� sin ���x� ���

���x� y� � �� y �

nX
q��

nX
s��

�q�s


g��qs �y� � f��qs �y� cos���x�

�f��qs ���
�
� ����� �� ����

where

fu�qs �y� �
�

�

�
���

qs�y� � �� ���qs�y��
�

�
fqfs



g��qs �y� � �

yZ
�

�

�



� ��fqfs � f �qf

�

s

�
dy

f��qs �y� �
�





����

qs�y�� ��� � ������

qs�y� � fqf
�

s

�
����
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and function � �y� can be found from the following
equation�

�����

qs � ��� ���

qs � �	���qs 
 f �

qf
�

s � fqf
��

s ����

It is noted that the �rst term on the right hand
side of Eq ���� represents the prescribed uniform end�
shortening strain The amplitude of the second term
on the right hand side of Eq ����� whilst evaluated at
y 
 � and y 
 b �i�e� fu�qs ���� f

u�
qs �b��� represents the

post�buckling in�plane displacement parameters u�iqs
and u�j

qs
� respectively �see Figure ��

Also� the �rst term on the right hand side of Eq
���� describes the transverse in�plane expansion of the
strip� which occurs due to the Poisson�s ratio e�ect
The second term describes the transverse in�plane
movement of the longitudinal �bers of the strip This
movement� which is constant along the length of a given
�ber� varies from a minimum value of zero at edge y 
 �
to its maximum value at the edge y 
 b The third
term describes the in�plane waviness of the longitudinal
�bers The amplitude of this term� whilst evaluated at
y 
 � and y 
 b �i�e� f��qs ���� f

��
qs �b��� represents the

post�buckling in�plane displacement parameters ��iqs
and ��j

qs
� respectively �see Figure �� Finally� the

fourth term and the �fth term on the right hand side of
Eq ���� represent values which remain constant at all
points on a given strip It is also noted that the post�
buckling in�plane displacements u� and �� are functions
of out�of�plane buckling de�ection modes �which are
functions of critical longitudinal stresses� and de�ection
coe�cients �q

After obtaining the in�plane displacements� the
in�plane shear force and in�plane transverse force can
be calculated from Eq ��� as the following set of linear
equations�

p
�

�qs 
 k
�

�qs d
�

�qs � f
�

�qs ����

where

d
�

�qs 

n
u�iqs � ��iqs � u�jqs � ��jqs

o
T ����

and

p
�

�qs 

n
P�xiqs � P�yiqs � P�xjqs � P�yjqs

oT

����

f
�

�qs consists of terms corresponding to the out�of�

plane displacement parameters� and k
�

�qs consists of

terms corresponding to the in�plane displacement pa�
rameters �i�e� u�qs � ��qs� which is the sti�ness matrix of
the strip The overall sti�ness equations corresponding
to the whole structure are formed by following the
conventional �nite element assembly procedure� and
noting that the structure is not subjected to any

external force� thus� p
�

�qs vector vanishes during the

assembly process The overall sti�ness equations are�

K
�

�qsD
�

�qs 
 F
�

�qs ����

where matrices K
�

�qs� D
�

�qs and F
�

�qs are assembled

from their counterparts �i�e� k
�

�qs� d
�

�qs and f
�

�qs�

for each strip Once Eq ���� is solved and the
post�buckling in�plane displacement parameters are
obtained� they are then substituted into Eq ���� and
���� to determine the analytical form of u� and v� for
each strip� respectively It is noted that the obtained u�
and v� and the assumed w� are all determined in terms
of the de�ection coe�cients �q � which will be calculated
below

De�ection coe�cients ��q� calculation
For a prescribed uniform end�shortening strain �� the
total strain energy of the structure U 


P
Us� which

is simply equal to its total potential energy� can be
expressed as follows�

U 
 m� �
� �

nX
q��

nX
s��

�q�s
�
b�qs � �m�qs

�

�

nX
q��

nX
�q��

nX
s��

nX
�s��

�q��q�s��sm�q�qs�s
��	�

where

m�q�qs�s


X �

��
t E ��L�

bZ

�

�
fqf�qfsf�s � ����

qs�
��

�q �s

��	��� �qs�
��

�q �s � �	���� � �� ��

qs�
�

�q �s

������qs��q �s

�
dy�

m�qs


X �

�
t E L��

bZ

�

fqfs dy

m� 

X �

�
t E L b

b�qs 

X�

�
LD

Z �
��fqfs � ������ ��f �qf

�

s

������ � ��fqf
��

s � f ��q f
��

s

�
dy ����

Here� the summation
P

relates to all strips In
evaluating the above constants� all integrations are
determined analytically It is emphasized that these
constants need to be evaluated once It is noted that
the de�ection coe�cients �q are the only unknowns
in the energy expression The strain energy is then
minimized by di�erentiating U with respect to each
�q The obtained set of nonlinear equations is solved
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by using Newton�Raphson procedure� Once the global
equilibrium equations are solved and the de�ection
coe�cients are found for a particular prescribed end�
shortening� it is possible to calculate all displacements�
strains and stresses�

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE

SEMI�ANALYTICAL FSM

The theoretical development of the Semi�analytical
FSM �S�a FSM� for the post�buckling analysis of the
isotropic plates is presented in this section� It is empha�
sized that in the semi�analytical 	nite strip approach�
all the displacements are postulated by the appropriate
shape functions while in the development process of the
full�analytical approach� the displacement 	elds were
obtained by solving the Von�Karman
s equations� The
displacement 	elds of the single term S�a FSM are
expressed as�

u � ��x f
u
�y� sin

�
��x

L

�
����

� � ��y  f�
�
�y�  f

�
�y� cos

�
��x

L

�
����

w � f
w
�y� sin

��x
L

�
����

The fu� f
�

�
� f� and fw are transverse polynomial in�

terpolation functions of various types and orders� in�
volving undetermined displacement coe�cients� It is
noted that in obtaining the S�a FSM results� in addition
to the application of the linear Lagrange polynomial
interpolation functions for the in�plane displacements
u and �� as noted in Ref� ����� the quadratic polynomial
interpolation functions are also used� In representing
w� the cubic Hermitian polynomial is utilized as ex�
plained in Ref� �����

With the establishment of the 	nite strip dis�
placement 	elds according to the equations mentioned
above� the strain energy of the strip which is equal to
its total potential energy can ultimately be obtained�
For the whole structure� comprising an assembly of
	nite strips� the total potential energy is simply the
summation of the potential energies of the individual
	nite strips �������� The pertinent structure equilib�
rium equations are obtained by applying the principle
of minimum potential energy� That is to say� the partial
di�erentiation of the structure potential energy with
respect to each degree of freedom� in turn� gives a
set of non�linear equilibrium equations which needs
to be modi	ed by applying the appropriate zero�
displacement boundary conditions at the longitudinal
exterior edges� After the application of any appropriate
zero�displacement boundary conditions� the equations

must be solved� In the present study� the Newton�
Raphson �N�R� iterative procedure is selected for solv�
ing the equations as in the previous section�

Once the global equilibrium equations are solved
and the degrees of freedom are found for a particular
prescribed end�shortening� it is possible to calculate all
displacements� strains and stresses�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A plate with the width to thickness ratio b�t of ��� and
the Poisson
s ratio � of ��� is considered� The loaded
edges of the plate are simply supported as described
earlier whilst the out�of�plane boundary conditions at
the two unloaded edges are clamped�simply supported
�SCSS�� The in�plane transverse displacement is al�
lowed to occur at the unloaded edges� In the case of F�
a FSM analysis� the plate is initially divided into two�
four and ten strips of equal width giving three cases
for consideration� The investigation of the results has
revealed that the critical buckling load and the post�
buckling results are identical among the three cases as
expected� Thus� a plate can be accurately modelled by
applying only one strip to it� However� in the case of
S�a FSM analysis� in order to obtain converged results�
at least �� or �� strips are needed when the linear or
quadratic interpolation functions are used� respectively�

After the buckling analysis carried out by using
F�a FSM� the 	rst 	ve out�of�plane buckling de�ection

Figure �� Out�of�plane buckling de�ection modes in

transverse direction for SCSS plate�

Figure �� Convergence study of F�a FSM analysis�
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modes of this plate can be obtained as follows�

f�w��y� � ���	��
 cosh����
�y�� ���	��� sinh����
�y�

� ���	��
 cos������y�  sin������y�

f�w��y� � ���	��	 cosh����	�y�� ���	��	 sinh����	�y�

� ���	��	 cos������y�  sin������y�

f�w��y� � ������
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� ������
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The variations of these modes in transverse direction
are depicted in Figure 
� As can be seen� the out�of�
plane buckling de�ection modes of a SCSS plate include
trigonometric and hyperbolic functions�

The non�dimensional load�end shortening varia�
tions �P�PCr � ���Cr� are depicted in Figure � where
the convergence study with respect to the number of
buckling modes assumed in the F�a FSM analysis is
also investigated� It is noted that for the plate under
consideration� the number of buckle half�wavelengths
along the plate �i�e� parameter �n in Eq� �� is assumed to
be equal to one� Thus� the buckling modes are di�erent
in their representation in the transverse y direction�
For example� the symbol y������ is used to refer to
the case where the �rst and the third modes in the
y direction are considered� The nonlinear nature of the
behavior� which happens due to the e�ects of change
in the de�ection coe�cients �q� can be clearly seen
for the cases where several modes are considered� It
is seen that in the advanced stages of post�buckling�
the combination of the �rst three buckling modes� i�e�
y����
���� has led to the results with high accuracy�
Nevertheless� for further assurance in the remainder
of the paper� the results are presented by assuming
the �rst �ve buckling modes in the case of F�a FSM
analysis�

In order to investigate the validation of the
proposed methods� the load�end shortening variations
obtained by the developed F�a FSM and S�a FSM
are compared in Figure 	� Two types of S�a FSM
results� which are obtained by either linear or quadratic
interpolation functions� are presented� The �gure
shows that the results of the F�a FSM agree very well�
particularly with those obtained by the quadratic S�a
FSM� It is noted that� in comparison to the linear S�
a FSM� the quadratic S�a FSM has delivered slightly
more accurate results by implementing less strips�

Figure �� Variations of the non�dimensional load�end

shortening�

Figure �� Comparison between the FSM and FEM results�

As can be seen� the validation of the newly devel�
oped full analytical FSM is attempted by comparing
the results with those obtained by the semi�analytical
FSM method� But the degree of accuracy of the semi�
analytical FSM� which is used for the validation� is
approved in the authors� previous publication ���� by
comparing the FSM results with those obtained by
FEM� For completeness and to attain a full understand�
ing of concepts in a single paper� this comparison is
repeated in Figure ��

In order to obtain the results� a plate with a length
to width ratio of 
� which was clamped out�of�plane
at one unloaded edge� and was free on the other edge
�i�e� C�F�� was considered� This plate had a Poisson�s
ratio � of ���� The unloaded edges were assumed
to be unconstrained in�plane� In order to obtain the
FEM results� the geometric non�linear FEM analysis
was carried out for plate under consideration employing
the MSC�NASTRAN �nite element package� The
CQUAD	 element was used to model the plate� After
performing the appropriate convergence study with
respect to the number of elements� a total of 
�� square
elements were considered to be su�cient for delivering
accurate results�

As can be seen again� the semi analytical FSM re�
sults agree well with the FEM results� Thus� the semi�
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Figure �� The out�of�plane de�ected shape across the plate
at the crest of the buckle�

analytical FSM is considered to be a good platform for
the validation of the full�analytical FSM results�

Figure � represents the de�ected shape at the
crest of the buckle �i�e� at x � L�	
 at twice the
buckling load� As far as the F�a FSM results are
concerned� the contribution of di�erent buckling modes
is depicted separately� In other words� the linear
summation of the de�ections corresponding to ��f� to
��f� has led to the total de�ection of the plate� which
is designated by the symbol y����	�����
� It is seen
that the total de�ection of the plate is mainly governed
by the contribution from the �rst buckling mode �i�e�
��f�
� It is also seen that the de�ected shape obtained
by the F�a FSM agrees very well with that of S�a FSM�
However� it is worth mentioning that the results of F�a
FSM are achieved by employing only one strip and �
degrees of freedom �i�e� �� to ��
� whereas the quadratic
S�a FSM analysis is accomplished by applying �� strips
and �� degrees of freedom�

CONCLUSION

Theoretical developments of two �nite strip methods
�i�e� semi�analytical and full�analytical
 for the post�
buckling analysis of some isotropic �at plates have
been presented here� In the S�a FSM post�buckling
approach� all the displacements are postulated by the
appropriate shape functions whilst in the development
process of the F�a FSM approach� the Von�Karman�s
equilibrium equation is solved exactly to obtain the
buckling loads and the corresponding forms of out�
of�plane buckling de�ection modes� The F�a FSM
post�buckling study is then attempted with the as�
sumption that the de�ected form after the buckling
is the combination of the �rst� second and higher �if
required
 modes of buckling� and the so�called semi�
energy method is utilized� It is realised that the F�
a FSM analysis is bene�ting from a considerably less
computational e�ort due to the implementation of a
single strip� as compared to that of S�a FSM which
requires at least �� strips to deliver converged results
for the cases considered in this paper�
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